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https://www.forbes.com/sites/marcwebertobias/2020/05/05/ai-and-medical-diagnostics-can-a-

smartphone-app-detect-covid-19-from-speech-or-a-cough/#6b895eb95436 

Engineers, AI experts, and researchers in several countries are urgently 

working to develop an application to rapidly and accurately assess whether the 

speaker exhibits reliable indicators of Covid-19.  

 

Two Security Products That Deter Package Theft By Porch Pirates: Are They Really 

Worth It? 

By Porch Pirates, Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — The growing popularity and reliance upon online orders and home delivery has 

spawned an entire new industry for criminals and opportunists-turned-thieves: stealing goods by so-

called “porch pirates.” The problem stems from items being left on doorsteps, porches, or entry ways 

to apartments, private residences, or buildings by delivery carriers. C+R Research reports significant 

increases in losses in 2019. 

 

Insurance For Smartphones or Tablets: Ask Questions Before You Buy 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — The price of Smartphones can be as high as two thousand dollars, so insurance to 

protect against loss, theft, damage, or malfunction is often a part of the investment for 

communications services. The largest cellular carriers, retailers, and manufacturers 

including Verizon, AT&T , T-Mobile, Apple, and Best Buy are all selling protection, but the fine print 

is often complicated to determine exactly what is and is not covered. 

Your Incoming Mail Information Can Be Easily Monitored By You, The Government, 

And Thieves 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — I was recently at my post office and noticed a poster that announced their latest online 

application to get prior notification of mail that is to be received. I thought what a great idea, until I 

realized it could potentially be a boon for thieves if not properly secured. I was told that advanced 

imaging technology has been implemented by the U.S. 

Buying and Importing Original Works Of Art From Europe 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Two years ago, I wrote about my visit to the tiny island of Murano Italy, a fifteen-

minute boat ride from Venice. This is the home of the most famous artisans who create works of art 

in glass of all colors, shapes, sizes, and price. I purchased some unique glass art objects which 

should have been exempt from U.S. Customs duties. 
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Tourist VAT Refunds Go High-Tech In Paris 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Many countries charge a Value Added Tax (VAT) for most items that are purchased. 

In order to spur commerce and encourage visitors to buy goods, the tax can be refunded to non-

residents under certain circumstances. Unfortunately, obtaining a refund can often be a tedious, time 

consuming and frustrating process. In some cases, it may not be worth the hassle, so the visitor 

ends up needlessly paying the tax and a higher price for the goods they thought they were getting 

for a good deal. 

Multiple Phone Numbers In An iPhone Can Mean Your Apple LTE Watch May Not 

Always Work 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — If you purchased an Apple watch with LTE cellular capabilities, there is a 

programming quirk that may cause the phone portion not to function if multiple embedded SIM 

profiles are disabled in the paired handset. An electronic embedded SIM (eSIM) obviates the need 

for the traditional chip card that has heretofore been issued by every cellular carrier to set up 

service. The SIM, or Subscriber Identity Module, provides detailed information for a specific phone 

number to the network. 

Spend Less For Phone Calls And Internet On Ships And In Port While Traveling 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — If you travel on cruise ships and will make phone calls or access the Internet, there 

are several choices which can either be very expensive or cost very little, depending upon whether 

you have learned to be a tech-smart-traveler. It all depends on what your specific needs are, the 

communications facilities on your ship and in port, what applications you have installed on your 

phone, and your cellular or satellite carrier rate plans. 

How You Can Be Charged For Not Answering Your Cell Phone On Cruise Ships 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Cell phone service is available on virtually all passenger ships throughout the world 

because for travelers it is now a necessity. It also constitutes a significant revenue source for both 

the ships and cell companies. Unless you subscribe to a cruise ship package from your cellular 

carrier, extremely high charges can be accrued if certain basic phone settings are not understood or 

implemented. 

How Tourists Can Quickly Spot Counterfeit Money in Argentina And Not Become 

Victims 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Three years ago, I wrote about the problems with counterfeit money in Chile: how 

tourists can be cheated by taxi drivers and others, and different safeguards that are built into modern 

currency to help prevent this crime. I am presently in Buenos Aires and the problem of counterfeit 

money in Argentina may be even worse than Chile. 
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Foreign Hotel Rates From Online Travel Sites Can Be Misleading And Wrong 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — I am often overseas, so getting the best hotel pricing becomes important for my 

clients, especially during high seasons. I usually book through an online travel site if the hotel is not 

part of an international group such as Marriott or Radisson and I routinely use Expedia because of 

convenience and sometimes good deals. The problem is that the prices that are quoted are often 

misleading and do not reflect what you will end up paying at checkout. 

Security Containers For Prescription Drugs That Can Be Opened By Kids 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Prescription drug abuse is a significant problem with serious medical results, 

especially because of the opioid epidemic. Abuse can take many forms that include the use of a 

medication or dosage other than as prescribed, taking a drug to get high, using someone else’s 

medication, or otherwise not following the prescribed guidelines. The most common and often the 

most dangerous targeted drugs are opioids, Central Nervous System depressants, and stimulants. 

The High-Tech Way To Get Copies Of Your Keys, But Is It Smarter? 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Just about everyone have keys for their cars, where they live and work, for vehicles, 

and other locks and at some point we may need duplicates or to replace lost or broken ones. Even 

more critically, if we get locked out of our cars or where we live we may need to urgently acquire the 

right key which may mean calling a locksmith with potentially high costs. 

Caller ID: The Technology Made For Scammers 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Caller ID is an automatic feature offered by every telecommunications carrier to 

identify a calling party to the recipient. While there are options to block outgoing identification in 

order not to transmit your phone number if privacy is desired the system also fosters the ability to 

deceive. Some telephone companies will send only the phone number, and others will also send the 

subscriber name. Outbound caller ID options are associated with non-toll numbers only. 

Avoid Being Overcharged By Taxi Drivers in Paris 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Hiring a taxi in Paris can be costly if you don’t understand how the system works. 

That’s because there are many choices and a lot of illegitimate or unscrupulous operators who may 

charge up to triple the government authorized rate. (the main railroad hub in the northern part of 

Paris from Charles de Gaulle airport) is a perfect example. It snags many unsuspecting tourists with 

huge fares by unscrupulous operators. 

How Not To End Up On The Uber "No Ride" List 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — I ride Uber regularly in the U.S. and Europe and have experienced occasional 

problems with pickups, including delays, driver cancellations, or simply no availability. After a few 

such occurrences, I began to wonder if there was a problem with my account or my passenger 
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rating, so I started asking questions of different drivers. Some told me that if they did not like the 

rating of a passenger, they would not pick them up. 

International Roaming With Prepaid SIM Cards: Now Much Better Deals For 

Travelers 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — In the past few years if you traveled overseas and used your phone, communications 

costs could be very high. U.S. carriers were not competitive in pricing and were routinely charging a 

minimum of $1.25 per minute or more for voice calls, and up to twenty dollars per megabyte for data 

access. While you could subscribe to certain carriers and special plans with somewhat reduced 

costs, staying in contact while outside the country was still expensive. 

The Best Global Communications App For Travel Or Work: Two-Way Radio On Any 

Smartphone And It's Free 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Two-way radios can be one of the most effective communications tools, especially for 

anyone needing short-range talk capabilities. Often, they are far more convenient than cellular 

because connecting with other radios is instant and does not require any supporting infrastructure. 

There are many choices in conventional handheld radios for business and government users but 

these are often more sophisticated and costly to purchase, license, and operate. 

These Sneaky Surveillance Devices Can Track Your Vehicle For About $10 A Month 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Verizon, T-Mobile, and AT&T are now in the consumer surveillance hardware 

business. Of course, they don’t market it that way, but the bottom line is that they are all selling tiny 

(about 2” square) plug-and-play devices that will track, often in real-time, any vehicle that was 

manufactured after about 1996. The technology that has prompted the development of these 

modules was originally to monitor operating parameters of vehicles and emission controls. 

The Gun Lock That A Child Can Open With A Paperclip 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — In 2010 a three-year-old child was killed because access was gained to a gun safe 

that contained a handgun. The little boy was the son of a Deputy Sheriff in Vancouver, Washington 

who had been issued the safe by his department. Unfortunately, that department knew nothing about 

how to analyze the security of gun safes so they had no idea of how easily that safe could be 

opened. 

Locker Locks That Thieves Like 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Padlocks are portable locking devices that we all learned about as kids to secure our 

school lockers, bikes, and other valuables. They come in an infinite number of configurations and 

are controlled with keys, numbered dials, push buttons, and even electronic access. They are 

designed with multiple levels of security that range from extremely low to those that carry high 

security ratings and can be very difficult to open. 
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How To Get Free WiFi And Texting On Your Smartphone While You Fly 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — WiFi services aboard aircraft have become a necessity for many travelers and are 

available on more than fifty-five different airlines throughout the world. Many even allow telephone 

calls from your handset, as I wrote about on a Virgin Atlantic flight from Delhi to London. 

Hidden Costs When Buying Art Overseas: What The Merchants Don't Know Or 

Disclose 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Last summer I was in Italy and visited a five-hundred-year old famous glass-blowing 

factory in Murano, near Venice. Their work is known throughout the world and is exquisite in terms of 

shape, color, design, beauty, and uniqueness. If you are into graphic arts it is almost impossible not 

to buy at least one painting or sculpture or object from their museum and showroom. After a two-

hour tour by the owner, demonstrating how molten glass is turned into works of art I was hooked. 

No More Long Lines At Immigration For Pre-Cleared Americans Entering The UK 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — If you routinely travel to the United Kingdom you probably have encountered long 

lines to clear immigration, especially at Heathrow and Gatwick in London. This is particularly 

aggravating for Global Entry participants because we can have expedited clearance in other 

countries including Canada, Netherlands, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, South Korea, 

Taiwan, Colombia, Panama, Mexico, Singapore, and Argentina and other airports. 

Software That Can Allow Police To Create Keys To Open Your Locks 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Sophisticated software has been written to allow police agencies to make keys for 

many mechanical locks using 3D printing technology. One such program was recently demonstrated 

at a security meeting in the Czech Republic by a French programmer who provides his software to 

the French authorities. 

Simple Tools That Can Open Locks On The Most Expensive Vehicles In Seconds 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Motor vehicles have some of the most sophisticated electronic security systems to 

protect them from entry and theft but their door locks can be opened in seconds with inexpensive 

picking and decoding tools from China. Watch the leading tool designer opens the latest VA Group 

lock in about a minute. 

The Locks That Protect You Can Often Be Opened In Seconds Using Special Tools 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — This is the second of a four-part article about the security of mechanical locks and 

how they can be easily compromised, often in seconds, with simple to sophisticated tools that are 

readily available. We all rely upon locks to protect our homes, businesses, assets, and vehicles, but 

how well do [...] 
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Many Locks Can Be Quickly Opened: Experts Gathered In The Czech Republic To 

Demonstrate How 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — This is a four-part series on how the security of locks can be quickly circumvented 

with simple to sophisticated tools produced for locksmiths and government agencies. There is a 

specialized group of security experts, tool designers, and manufacturers that offer some incredibly 

well-engineered, clever, and often-sophisticated devices to open just [...] 

Is Your Smart Security Camera Protecting Your Home Or Spying On You? 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — (Credit: Marc Weber Tobias) Inexpensive smart security cameras are found in millions 

of locations to remotely link you to your home or office. They can add another layer of security to 

enhance existing alarm systems or can provide basic monitoring service to notify of changes in the 

environment from movement or [...] 

How Not To Get Scammed 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — VideoI was just in Kusadasi, Turkey, a tourist city on the Aegean Sea that is known 

for the rich variety of goods in its various bazaars. Shoppers are often beguiled by Turkish vendors 

offering tea, smiles and friendliness; all creating the impression there are great bargains to be had, 

especially [...] 

What You Need To Know 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Most cellular customers in the United States subscribe to plans that are set up as 

post-pay, which means they are billed monthly and obtain service if they have good credit. A growing 

number of subscribers are also choosing prepay services (Pay-as-you-go) which provide both 

advantages and disadvantages in comparison to [...] 

4 YEARS AGO    Open in Who Shared Wrong byline? 

How To Choose The Best Stateroom For Your Cruise 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Make sure that your travel agent is knowledgeable about all cabin offerings for the 

cruise lines they represent so you do not get an unpleasant surprise when you get on board. Your 

stateroom is your room away from home, so the proper selection is important. 

Incredible Shipwrecks Around The World 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Sunken ships have long held a special allure foryoung children, treasure hunters and 

archaeologists alike. UNESCO estimatesthere are three million shipwrecks lost in the oceans, with 

just a fractionhaving been discovered by explorers. Click through the slideshow to view themost 

impressive shipwrecks ever captured on film. 
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How To Avoid Getting Counterfeit Money When You Travel 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Cops busted a gang of dollar forgers in Lima, Peru, in this 2014 photo. Credit: 

STR/AFP/Getty Images. In the United States we assume the genuineness of currency that we 

receive in payment because less than one percent is counterfeit, according to the Secret Service. 

That is definitely not the norm in [...] 

(Almost) Everything You Need To Know About Getting A Foreign Visa 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — (Photo by James Morgan/P&O Cruises Australia via Getty Images) Almost a year ago 

one of my relatives booked a 91-day round trip cruise and began extensive planning and preparation 

for the trip. She just sailed from Rotterdam to Singapore with stops in many venues along the route 

including three in India. 

Why The Most Expensive Cars Are The Easiest To Steal 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Mercedes-Benz 2015 S-Class Coupe (PRNewsFoto/Mercedes-Benz USA) Theft of 

expensive vehicles by sophisticated car thieves is a big business, especially in Europe. Many of the 

cars are never recovered and often sold to fund organized crime. That's created a brisk market for 

the tools to pull off thefts of BMW 7-Series and Mercedes-Benz S Class sedans. 

Key Fobs Now Store A Ton Of Data 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — (Photo: CHRIS YOUNG/AFP/Getty Images) During the past twenty years the locks 

and security systems for cars have undergone an incredible transformation from simple mechanical 

keys to sophisticated keyless entry systems that have often been difficult to compromise. Expensive 

high-end vehicles such as Mercedes, Audi, BMW, and Volvo have invested millions of [...] 

What Frequent Travelers Need To Know About The Apple Watch 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Apple has billed its Watch as a must-have personal accessory. The reviews have 

been mixed but the consensus seems to be that it's revolutionary, sleek, smart, a sophisticated 

timepiece and a boost to your health. The question I had was: Does it travel well? 

How To Get More Delta Miles By Playing The Amex Card Game 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — In 2014 Delta Air Lines changed the rules for frequent fliers and moved the industry 

towards a dollars-spent plus miles-flown model for achieving Medallion Status. The company 

decided there were too many award holders, and high-mileage fliers were complaining about the 

lack of priority seating and upgrades because there was no “quality control” in selecting those 

passengers that spent the most money with the carrier. 

Police Cars Can Now Identify Criminals While On Patrol 

By Marc Weber Tobias 
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forbes.com — Police departments around the country have been quietly implementing a powerful 

crime-fighting tool that promises to be the equal of DNA forensics in identifying and finding criminals. 

Even more importantly, it will provide information that will help prevent criminal activity and deadly 

traffic accidents. The technology is called DDACTS, which is an acronym for Data Driven Approach 

to Crime and Traffic Safety. 

This Popular Fire Safe Can Be Opened In About One Second 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — The leading and most respected fire safe manufacturer in North America has 

designed one of its most popular containers with a fatal security flaw that can allow the three 

different versions to be opened in one second. But this story is as much about how their design 

engineers violated one of the simpler rules of security engineering, as it is about what the company 

is going to do about it. 

Credit Repair Companies: How To Avoid Being Scammed 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — There is a constant barrage of advertisements for credit repair companies on radio, 

television, print media and the Internet that target people with bad credit. They imply or directly 

promise that they can “fix” your credit or significantly raise and improve credit score. In many cases 

these solicitations or statements are misrepresentations or lies as to what legally can and cannot be 

done. 

Your Credit Report And Identity Theft: What You May Not Know 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — I was recently lecturing at a cybersecurity conference where I caught a briefing by the 

Secret Service on ways to secure your credit reports as one way to protect you from attacks by 

identity thieves. Identity theft is a threat to anyone that has interaction with virtually any segment of 

the financial infrastructure, because the system validates who you are (and ultimately extends credit) 

based upon certain identifying information. 

The Dumbest Things People Try To Get Through Airport Security 

By Marc Weber Tobias, Andrew Bender 

forbes.com — This slide show covers just one weekend's worth of items surrendered to TSA at Los 

Angeles International Airport. Cleverly doubling as a handbag, this chic little number is bad-ass with 

class. You can simultaneously clutch the clutch, and go whamo to the bad guys. The weekend's haul 

also included a coffee mug with a brass-knuckle handle. 

This Popular Wireless Alarm System Can Be Hacked With A Magnet And Scotch 

Tape 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Residential alarm systems are becoming more popular and affordable due to high-

tech competitors to traditional providers like ADT some of which have been in business for more 

than a century. These new-generation systems can be simple to sophisticated in their ability to 

detect entry into your home, and much more. 
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Why I Prefer The Blackberry Passport Over My iPhone 6 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — I received my Apple iPhone 6 the first day it was released in September, and my 

Blackberry Passport in late October. When I first got the iPhone I assumed that I would choose it as 

my primary phone. I was wrong. After more than a month with the Blackberry, it has become my 

primary smartphone. Like many of us, I started with a Blackberry back in 1998 when they were 

email-only devices. 

How You Can Use Your Cell Phone On Airplanes When You Travel 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Last week I flew from New Delhi to London on a Virgin Atlantic flight. A few minutes 

after we took off, the flight attendant made the announcement that we should turn off airplane mode 

on our smartphones if we wished to make phone calls, send emails, or text messages. This, I 

thought, had to be a mistake. Turn off flight mode? Won’t that interfere with the communications and 

navigation equipment, making it unsafe to fly, as we have all been brainwashed to believe? 

Yes, Associated Press, Cops Can Lie To Catch Bad Guys 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — Last week the FBI came under attack by the Associated Press and the ACLU for a 

2007 investigation it ran using a phony web site that closely resembled the Seattle Times in order to 

identify a school bomb-threat suspect in the Seattle area. As a result of this pretexting, the 

investigation subsequently identified a fifteen year old who was arrested after he clicked a link to 

specific web page in the spoof-site that was sent to his anonymous social media account. 

Buying Gray Market Cameras: What You Need to Know 

By Marc Weber Tobias 

forbes.com — A “gray market” camera is one that is advertised for a price significantly less than is 

charged by the original manufacturer or their authorized dealer. The consumer can often be misled 

by gray market vendors that make misleading statements about what they are selling and engage in 

sales tactics that legitimate dealers would question. They often use the offer of significant savings to 

lure potential buyers into spending more without getting what they thought they were buying. 

Unsafe Gun Safes Can Be Opened By A Three-Year Old 

By Marc Weber Tobias, A Three-Year Old 

forbes.com — Americans love their guns, and every day someone in the U.S. is either shopping for 

or buying a gun safe. Small gun safes have become popular as an alternative security system for 

protecting both weapons and valuables, even though Federal law requires some sort of lock to be 

provided with every gun sale. You should know how unsafe these gun safes are. 

 

Is The iPad Better Than A Cell Phone For Global Roaming? 
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Verizon Makes Galaxy S III A Globe Traveling Smartphone 

 

How Taxi Companies Rip Off Their Drivers 

 

Hotel Doors In Norway: Closed But Not Instantly Locked 

 

Delta Flight Attendant: We're Here To Save Your A-- Not Kiss It 

 

What's To Stop Hackers From Infecting Medical Devices? 

 

How U.S. Carriers Fool You Into Thinking Your iPhone 4S Is Unlocked 

 

AppleTV Is The Best Tool For Delivering Live Wireless Video Presentations 

 

How to Save Money on Mobile While Traveling in Canada 

 

Evidently Delta Never Got the Memo On America's Express Border Crossing Program 

 

How To Decipher Verizon's Maddening New Pricing Plan 

 

 

The Next Generation Walkie Talkie Global: Two-Way Communications On Any Smartphone, Tablet, or PC 

 

Hacking The Hackers: A Counter-Intelligence Operation Against Digital Gangs 

 

Nine Questions To Ask Before You Buy That New iPad 

 

The Insanity And Confusing Truth Of The iPad's Mobile Specs 
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For Some Fliers TSA Security Lines Just Got Much Shorter 

 

How An iPhone Can Make Your Eyesight Better 

 

How Invisible Light Keeps You Safe 

 

Buying SIM Cards Outside The US: What You Need to Know 

 

In iPad vs. Xoom, the Xoom Is Better For Business Travel 

 

AmtrakConnect: Internet Service on a Speeding Train 

 

All Phone Calls With Brokers In The UK Now Recorded; Coming Soon To Europe and America 

 

I Like My Kindle Fire But For One Glitch 

 

Motorola Xoom 4G: A Better Business Tablet Than iPad 2 

 

The Best Inexpensive Tools To Spy On People 

 

Young Juvenile Makes An Explosive With Baby Powder And Other Tales From The URI Explosives Lab 

 

Apple iPad 2 vs. Motorola Xoom: Which Wins As A Business Tool? 

 

The Amazon Kindle Fire May Kill The RIM Playbook 

 

Motorola Xoom 4G LTE Is For Real As Of Tomorrow 
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TSA Finally Speeding Up The Airport Fast Lane 

 

How To Save Money On Calls And Data From A Cruise Ship 

 

The $100 USB Stick Your Boss Can Use To Find Your Porn 

 

The TSA's Grand Failure Of Imagination 

 

A View From The Bridge Of The ms Rotterdam 

 

A Medeco Knockoff Lock You Can Open With a $3 Screwdriver 

 

On The ms Rotterdam: The Travelgeek Goes Cruising 

 

Free Speech v. Denial Of Communications For Public Safety Agencies? 

 

It's Too Easy To Hack Voice Mail 

 

Don't Lose Your Luggage In Vienna 

 

How To Pick A Case For Your Smartphone 

 

Opening the Kaba Simplex Lock: Just How Easy Is It? 

 

The Kaba Simplex lock is only for "access control": Is that what FDNY Engine Company 65 thought? 

 

The $300 Lock You Can Break in Seconds 

 

Insecure WiFi At 30,000 Feet 
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